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Wrest

This piece is part of a larger series of photos taken as an exploration of color and
emotion via manipulation of the human body. My original intention was to create somewhat of a
human painting, emphasizing the contours of the body with a practical effect akin to posterizing.
However, as my shoots progressed, I wanted to take advantage of the effect that came from the
paint drying and struggling to stay intact on an organic surface. The result was an even more
feverish exploration of color and contour leaving me with a series of photos that progressed with
gradual intensity, eventually dropping nearly all control I had over the outcome. This piece
became an unintentional expression of the illusion of control we have when creation is at our
fingertips as well as an acceptance of the beauty that follows.

Color and Movement are the defining characteristics of Wrest. The figure depicted had to
be bright and dynamic in order to deliver the concepts I had intended to reflect on. The body is a
complex, expressive thing. Utilizing bright colors and contrast to emphasize said expression and
form allowed the body to not only be the focal point of the piece, but to act as the canvas itself.

Wrest is the defining piece of the many photos taken alongside it. It stands out as my
opportunity to explore emotion through color on a real model. Visual artists like Andy Warhol
and performance artists like David Bowie have had immense influence on my art ever since I
began developing my own unique aesthetic; their attention to color and glamour was
unabashedly gaudy, and I’ve been trying to replicate that feeling through my own work ever
since. Art, for me, is the exploration of the human condition through creation- something that we
were born to do. This piece boiled that concept down to two simple building blocks; color and
anatomy. As the set progresses, the composition slowly falls apart; the paint dries and cracks
and peels, revealing the skin underneath. The model’s expression turns from composed and flat
to dramatic and almost comically stretched, making the decomposition of the paint application
even more drastic. The work put into the creation of Wrest urged me to explore emotion,
destruction, and fragility; all of it resulting in a photo that reflected on these ideas in a dramatic
and artistic way.
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